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Some explicit examples are presented of operators with different discontinuous 
coefficient functions which possess eigenvalue spectra identical to each other and to 
the corresponding operator with continuous coefficients. Cases covered include, for 
the second-order (Sturm-Liouville) problem, the vibrating stepped-density string 
and the circularly symmetric vibrations of a stepped, inverse-square density annular 
membrane. Fourth-order systems dealt with correspond to vibrating beams with 
various end-conditions. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The determination of the coefficient functions in a Sturm-Liouville 
differential equation from its eigenvalue spectra is an interesting and 
important problem [14]. There is increasing interest in the case of 
discontinuous coefficients, often in a geophysical context [S; 6; 7, Section 7; 
8; 91. 
It is known from the above references that two spectra corresponding 
to two different end-condition configurations are required in general to 
determine the density function: the spectrum for a single end-condition 
configuration does not uniquely determine the density function. Thus it 
is of interest to have concrete examples of cases when, under the same end- 
condition configuration, the same eigenvalue spectrum is actually obtained 
from two operators with different coefficient functions. This is useful both 
from a demonstrative or phenomenological point of view and to provide a 
test or check for more general theoretical discussions and developments 
[lo]. In view of Hald’s expressed concern [ll, Section l] regarding the 
insufficient development of the mathematical theory for inverse eigenvalue 
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problems with discontinuities, it seems especially appropriate to find such 
explicit situations for cases with discontinuous coeffkients. 
We may now introduce iso-spectral systems, whose eigenvalue equations 
correspond to the following situation. 
Let two operators be defined over the same domain with eigenfunctions 
having prescribed regularity conditions and the same boundary condition 
configuration. Such operators which contain the same differential compo- 
nents but have different coefficient functions will be termed iso-spectral 
(with respect to the given regularity conditions and boundary condition con- 
figuration) if their eigenvalue spectra are identical. 
After considering second-order systems, corresponding to vibrating 
strings, we deal, in Section 4, with the case of the fourth-order differential 
equation corresponding to vibrating beams. These examples shed some 
light on the nature of the inverse problems. They provide specific instances 
of counterexamples in uniqueness considerations. 
2. CONTINUOUS CASE: AN EXAMPLE 
Before turning to the discontinuous coefficient case, we recall the 
example of a vibrating string with inverse fourth-power density (see, e.g., 
Borg [ 1, Section 201). Calculations yield the following iso-spectral systems: 
A taut vibrating string of length 1 under constant tension T with fixed ends, 
having lineal density (mass per unit length) distribution given by 
p(x) = D/( 1 + Bx)4 Q-1 1 
(where D and B are fixed constants with D > 0 and B > -l/l) has the same, 
completely harmonic, spectrum as the “equivalent” homogeneous string of the 
same length under the same tension but with constant density pE given by 
pE = D/( 1 + Bl)*. (2.2) 
The angular eigenfrequencies of these transverse vibrations are in fact 
given by 
co, = n(z/l)( T/D)“’ (1 + Bl), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2.3) 
The amplitude eigenfunctions corresponding to (2.1) are given by 
u, = (1 + Bx) sin[nz(x/l)( 1 + Bl)/( 1 + Bx)]. (2.4) 
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This example follows from the transformation between normal Liouville 
form with potential function q(z): 
$+ CJ-+dz)l #(z)=O (2.5) 
and the non-homogeneous Helmholtz equation (string equation with 
density function p(x)): 
2 





4(z) = P-3’4 & p d’ ( ~ l/4). 
(This transformation, with different notation, is detailed in [l, Section 
203.) As mentioned by Borg [ 11, the requirement hat q = 0 in (2.5) to give 
a simple harmonic equation leads via (2.8) to the form (2.1). 
Choosing now the standard interval [0, rc], with D = (1 + Bn)* in (2.1) 
so pE = 1 in (2.2), we have the following (where 1 =02/T in (2.6)): 
The operators 
-[(l +Bx)4/(1 +Bn)2] -$ (2.9) 
for any constant B> -I/X are iso-spectral to each other (and therefore to 
the elementary, constant coefficient, operator -d2/dx2 corresponding to 
B = 0) with respect to continuous eigenfunctions u(x) satisfying the boundary 
conditions 
u(0) = 0 = u(n). (2.10) 
Their eigenvalues, denoted by 1, are given by the standard harmonic spectrum 
AU2 = n. 3 n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2.11) 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are found to be 
u,(x) = (1 + Bx) sin[n( 1 + BK) x/(1 + Bx)]. (2.12) 
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3. DISCONTINUOUS CASES: SECOND ORDER 
3.1. The Stepped String 
The above transformation (2.8) of coefficient functions from Liouville 
form to inhomogeneous tring form requires p(x) to be of class C2 (cf. 
[4]), so it is inappropriate to the analysis when the coefficient functions 
are discontinuous. We therefore consider directly the inhomogeneous tring 
equation (2.6), setting O(X) = [p(x)] ‘. 
We have the following result: 
The operators 
2 
-4x) & (3.1.1) 
with 
a(x) = 4LX2, O<X<WL, (3.1.2a) 
=4(1 -co2, an<x<n, (3.1.2b) 
for any constant a in 0 < a < 1 (having discontinuous coefficient function o(x) 
if a # $) are iso-spectral to each other (and therefore to the elementary 
operator -d2/dx2 corresponding to the continuous coefficient case of a = 4) 
with respect to continuous eigenfunctions u(x) with continuousfirst derivative 
throughout 0 d x < rc and satisfying the boundary conditions 
u(0) = 0 = u(n). (3.1.3) 
Their eigenvalues, denoted by i, are given by the pure standard harmonic 
spectrum 
A112 = n’ > n=l,2,3 ,.... (3.1.4) 
The corresponding eigenfunctions are given by 
u,(x) = sin{nx/(2a)}, O<xdaq (3.1.5a) 
= A, sin{n(n - x)/[2( 1 -a)]}, a7c<x<n, (3.1.5b) 
where 
A,=l, n odd, (3.1.6a) 
= -(l -a)/a, n even. (3.1.6b) 
This result is a consequence of a discovery made in our study of the 
eigenfrequencies of transverse vibrations of strings with a step discontinuity 
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in density [12]. There, we showed (making now an appropriate shift of 
coordinate from the range -al < x d (1 - a) 1 to 0 <x < I) that for a string 
of length 1 under constant tension T with fixed ends, if there is a step in 
density given by 
P(x)=P,> 0 < x d cd, (3.1.7a) 
= P2> cil<xdl, (3.1.7b) 
where pi and p2 are any positive constants, then the vibration spectrum 
will be pure harmonic provided the relation 
p1Ip2=(1 -~I’/~’ (3.1.8) 
holds between density ratio and junction location. Then the physical 
angular eigenfrequencies w= (AT)‘12 are given by 
co, = nz T”‘/( 2ap:/21). (3.1.9) 
The corresponding eigenfunctions follow from (3.1.5), (3.1.6) by 
appropriate change of scale. 
For fixed CI, the “equivalent,” iso-spectral homogeneous string (same I 
and I’) with the same spectrum has constant (continuous) density given by 
PE=4C12p1=4(1 -c#p,. (3.1.10) 
Remark 1 (see [12]). If the relation (3.1.8) does not hold, then the 
frequency spectrum is in general anharmonic, but it may still be possible to 
find some harmonic subspectra. The remaining frequencies must be found 
numerically, although sometimes they may be expressible in terms of 
inverse trigonometric functions. 
Remark 2. Hald [7, Section l] also gives a couple of examples 
exhibiting the properties mentioned in the previous remark. However, the 
eigenvalue equations there do not correspond with the values of p,, p2 
given: there has apparently been an inadvertent omission to take the 
square root of the derivatives during the derivation (cf. [12, Addendum]). 
Accordingly, Hald’s equation and subsequent discussion of their solutions 
remain correct provided one simply starts with the squares of the densities 
given in [7]. 
It was shown in [12] that if the relation (3.1.8) holds then a string with 
step discontinuity (3.1.7) is also iso-spectral to the homogeneous tring 
corresponding to (3.1.10) with respect to the boundary condition 
configuration of both ends free, i.e., 
u’(0) = 0 = u’(f). (3.1.11) 
409 132 l-9 
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Moreover, the frequency spectrum is the same as in the fixed ends 
configuration (plus the zero frequency mode). On the other hand, the 
frequency spectrum for a stepped-density string in the free-fixed contigura- 
tion was found to be quite different from that of any homogeneous string 
with these end-conditions. 
The above results bear witness to the fact mentioned in the Introduction 
that one spectrum does not uniquely determine the operator or its coef- 
ficient function [ 1, Section 17; 21. Further, they give a concrete example of 
the fact (see, e.g., [3]) that the two spectra corresponding to fixed-fixed 
and free--free contigurations are not sufficient for this determination. 
A reconstruction procedure for the density distribution p(x) of a 
vibrating string of finite length and constant tension requiring two spectra 
(such as for the fixed-fixed and free-fixed configurations) has been given by 
Barcilon [4] for the case of continuous p(x). More recently, Gladwell and 
Gbadeyan [ 131 presented inversion procedures for a discrete model of the 
transverse vibrations of a taut string with the same pair of end-condition 
configurations. 
An explicit reconstruction prescription for the case of discontinuous 
density functions (defined over the spatial continuum), to which class our 
example in this section belongs, does not seem to be available as yet. 
3.2. The Annular Membrane with Stepped, Inverse Square Radial, Density 
We next investigate the circularly symmetric vibrations of an annular 
membrane a d r d h under tension T with variable density p(r). Specifically, 
we consider the case of stepped, inverse square density distribution 
p(r) = d, lr2, abrdc, (3.2.la) 
= d,/r2, c<r<b (3.2.1b) 
(where d, and d, are any positive constants) with the governing equation 
for i = 1,2 in each corresponding r-range. 
It is known [14, p. 1501 that an annular membrane with continuous 
density distribution of l/r2 type and with fixed edges possesses a pure 
harmonic spectrum, so it is worthwhile pursuing the stepped case to see if 
there is some parameter relation which preserves this feature. 
From the resulting eigenvalue equation, 
sin[o(d,/T)“‘log(c/a)] cos[w(d,/T)1’2 log(b/c)] 
+ (d,/d2)1’2cos[o(d,/T)“2 log(c/a)] sin[o(d,/T)“’ log(b/c)] = 0, 
(3.2.3) 
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it follows that if the relation 
wd2)“2 = Clog(~/c)llClos(c/a)l (3.2.4) 
holds, then the vibration spectrum will be pure harmonic. (The continuous 
case is recovered if c = (a/~)‘/~.) The angular eigenfrequencies are then given 
by 
co, = n7cT1i2/[2d:/2 log(c/a)], 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are 
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.2.5) 
where: 
u, = sin{nrr log(r/a)/[2 log(c/a)]}, 
u2 = A, sin(nn log(b/r)/[2 log(b/c)]}, 
A,,= 1, n odd, 





For fixed c (a < c < b), the “equivalent,” iso-spectral, continuous-density 
membrane (same a, b, and T) with the same spectrum has the density 
distribution given by 
pE(r) = ddr’, (3.2.8a) 
dE=4[log(c/a)/log(b/a)]* d, =4[log(b/c)/log(b/a)]‘d,. (3.2.813) 
If we set a = 1, b = en, c = can, 0 < CY < 1, and require d, = 1, the following 




s(r) = 4a2, 1 < r 6 can, (3.2.10a) 
=4(1 -c()2, earr<r<en, (3.2.10b) 
for any constant c1 in 0 < 0: < 1, are iso-spectral to each other with respect to 
eigenfunctions which are continuous and have continuous first derivative 
throughout 1 < r < en and which satisfy the boundary conditions 
u( 1) = 0 = u(e”). (3.2.11) 
Their eigenfunctions ,I are given by the pure standard harmonic spectrum 
J.1/2=n=l 2 3 , , > ... . The corresponding eigenfunctions are obtained from 
(3.2.6), (3.2.7). The continuous case corresponds to c1= i. 
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These results look so much like those of the stepped string case of 
Section 3.1 because, in fact, Eq. (3.2.2) is obtained from Eq. (2.6) and 
(3.1.7) with y, = d, by the coordinate transformation 
x = I log( r/a)/log( h/a). (3.2.12) 
The statements following (3.2.9) follow from those of (3.1.1) by setting 
Y = P’, so that d/clx = v(d/dr). Although the formulations of Sections 3.1 and 
3.2 are therefore mathematically equivalent, they are worthy of separate 
consideration because they do correspond to quite different and identifiable 
physical systems. 
The present case of vibrations of an annular membrane does not give the 
complete spectrum of this two-dimensional system, only the class of 
circularly symmetric modes: there are also modes whose eigenfunctions 
depend on the polar angle and which involve another integer in their 
specification. It turns out that the complete two-dimensional spectrum for 
this discontinuous case cannot mimic the continuous case, just as the 
complete two-dimensional spectrum for a stepped-density rectangular 
membrane cannot mimic the homogeneous result [ 151. Our consideration 
of the spectrum of the circularly symmetric modes governed by Eq. (3.2.2) 
is in the spirit of those researchers dealing with the spherical problem [6-8, 
1 l] who deal with the spectrum of the class of torsional oscillations and do 
not include the spheroidal oscillations in a full description. 
Because of the above-mentioned mathematical equivalence with the 
case of the stepped string, statements made near the end of Section 3.1 
concerning the spectra of stepped strings with one or both ends free may 
analogously be made about the circularly symmetric vibrations of the 
stepped membranes considered here, for the cases of one or both rims free. 
Remark 3. If the relation (3.2.4) does not hold, then it may still be 
possible to find some harmonic sub-spectra, by using the mathematical 
equivalence via (3.2.12) to the stepped string case and the work of 
reference [ 123. 
Remark 4. The full situation for the annulus including angle-dependent 
modes may be investigated analytically and numerically analogously to the 
case of the stepped rectangular membrane considered in Ref. [15]. 
4. FOURTH-ORDER EXAMPLES: STEPPED-DENSITY BEAMS 
The fourth-order problem has also received some attention [ 16, 173. It is 
known that three spectra corresponding to three suitable boundary 
condition configurations are needed to specify the coefficients in the 
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differential equation. Thus, again, a single spectrum does not suffice to 
determine the differential operator. 
In this section we are able to present some explicit iso-spectral fourth- 
order systems, in the form of various cases of vibrating beams. In some 
cases the spectra are squared-harmonic; in other cases, the spectra are not 
expressible in analytical form but are solutions of a standard transcenden- 
tal equation. 
4.1. The Stepped, Simply-Supported Beam 
We consider first of all the transverse vibration spectrum of a simply- 
supported beam with a step discontinuity in density and in flexural rigidity 
at the same location. 
For angular frequency w, the governing equations for the amplitude U(X) 
of this beam (of length I) in its two regions are [18] 
with 
K; = pi/Ji; i= 1,2, (4.1.2) 
where p,, J, are, respectively, the constant mass per unit length and 
constant flexural rigidity in O<xdal and p2, J2 refer to the region 
al < 3: < I (0 < a < 1). The boundary conditions for the simply-supported 
ends are 
u,(O) = 0 = u;‘(O), u2(l) = 0 = u;(l). (4.1.3a, b) 
The junction conditions at the point of step discontinuity x = al are the 
continuity of amplitude and slope and weighted continuity (with weight 
coefficient J) of second and third derivatives [ 19, Chap. 81: 
u,(al) = u2(a4, u;(al) = u;(al); (4.1.4a) 
J, u;(al) = J,ui(al), J,uT(al) = J2u;)(al). (4.1.4b) 
Solutions to (4.1.1) with (4.1.3) involve sine and sinh functions. The 
junction conditions (4.1.4) yield four simultaneous linear equations for four 
coefficients: the corresponding vanishing determinant yields the frequency 
equation. (Levinson [18] has omitted the factor cull2 in the arguments of 
the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions in his frequency equation (20).) 
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considerable simplification takes place. Returning to the four linear 
equations and adding and subtracting pairwise, we find that, if (4.1.5) 
holds, then the coefficients of the sinh functions in the eigenfunctions must 
vanish and we obtain the much simpler frequency equation 
sin[w’,‘*K, al] cos[w”*K,( 1 - 2) 11 
+ (KI/K2) co~[w”‘~K, al] sin[o”*K,( 1 - a) I] = 0. (4.1.6) 
This is familiar territory [ 12, Eq. (lOa)]; cf. Eq. (3.2.3) above. Suppose 
now that, in addition to (4.1.5) also 
K,a=K,(l-a) (4.1.7) 
holds. Then the frequency equation becomes 




w = n%*/[4K:a212], (4.1.9a) 
w = n*n*Ji/*/ [4p:/*rz*l*] = n2z2Ji/*/ [4pi/*( 1 - a)’ 1’1, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
(4.1.9b) 
Thus the spectrum is pure squared-harmonic. 
The relations (4.1.5) and (4.1.7) together yield 
p,/p2 = J,/J, = K:/K; = (1 - CX)‘/CC’ (4.1.10) 
(cf. (3.1.8) involving pi for the stepped string). The eigenfunctions are 
given by 





A,,= 1, n odd, (4.1.12a) 
= -(l-cc)/& n even. (4.1.12b) 
For fixed c( in 0 < c( < 1, if the ratio of densities and of jlexural rigidities of 
the two parts of the simply-supported beam is fixed by the relations (4.1.10), 
then a pure squared-harmonic spectrum is obtained. The “equivalent,” 
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iso-spectral, homogeneous simply-supported beam (same 1) with the same 
spectrum (4.1.9) has constant (continuous) coefficient K = (p/J)‘14 given by 
K=2K,cr=2K,(l -M). (4.1.13) 
This analysis leads finally to the following result (with A = o*): 
The operators 
4 
4x) $ (4.1.14) 
with 
z(x) = 16cr4, O~x<ctrL (4.1.15a) 
= 16(1 -c()~, Ult<X<ll (4.1.15b) 
for any constant c( in 0 < a < 1, are iso-spectral to each other (and therefore 
to the elementary operator d4/dx4 corresponding to the continuous coefficient 
case u = $) with respect to eigenfunctions which are continuous and have 
continuous first derivative throughout 0 < x < 71 but which satisfy the junction 
weighted continuity conditions on their second and third derivatives: 
a%+(l-cr)*u;, &4~=(1-+4; at x = crz, (4.1.16) 
and which satisfy the boundary conditions 
u,(O) =o = u;(o), u*(7c) = 0 = U;(n). (4.1.17) 
Their eigenvalues I. are given by the pure standard squared-harmonic 
spectrum 
A ” l/2 = n2; n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4.1.18) 
The corresponding eigenfunctions are obtained from (4.1.1 l), (4.1.12) with 
1=71. 
Remark 5. If the relation (4.1.7) does not hold, the frequency equation 
(4.1.6) may be investigated in a partly or wholly numerical approach as in 
Ref. [12]. 
4.2. The Stepped, Sliding Beam 
Next we consider the case of a stepped beam with the “sliding” boundary 
condition at both ends: 
u;(o)=o=u;l, u;(l) = 0 = u;“(Z). (4.2.1) 
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If (4.15) and (4.1.7) again hold, the entire above analysis for the simply 
supported beam follows through in a similar fashion for the sliding beam 
also, provided that sin(h) and cos(h) are interchanged. (In equations 
(4.1.12a, b), odd and even also become interchanged.) The frequency 
equation (4.1.8) is again yielded, with n = 0 included in (4.1.9) and (4.1.18). 
Remark 5 above is again applicable. 
A system of iso-spectral sliding beams and corresponding iso-spectral 
operators is thus established, analogousljj to Section 4.1. 
4.3. The Stepped, Clamped Beam 
In the case of a stepped beam clamped at both ends, the boundary 
conditions are 
u,(o)=o=u;(o), 241( ) = 0 = u;(l). (4.3.1) 
The solutions to (4.1.1) with (4.3.1) may be written as a linear combination 
of (sin - sinh) and (cos - cash) of argument (o 1’2K, x) for ur , and of 
argument [o”2K,(~- 1)] for u2. The junction conditions (4.1.4a, b) then 
yield four linear equations involving the four associated constant 
coefficients. 
To proceed, we suppose once more that the parameter relations (4.1.5), 
(4.1.7) again both hold. Appropriate pairwise adding and subtracting yields 
four simpler equations whose corresponding determinant of coefficients 
must vanish. Successive applications of the elementary properties of 
determinants yield finally the frequency equation in the form 
where 
sin’ 8, cosh2 8, -COST 8, sinh’ 8, = 0, (4.3.2a) 
8, = o”‘K, al. 
Use of double-angle formulae gives the frequency equation 
cos(209’~K, al) cosh(2w”2K, crl) = 1. (4.3.3) 
This is of the form of the familiar transcendental equation for a clamped 
homogeneous beam whose solutions to the standard equation 
cos 0 cash 0 = 1 (4.3.4) 
are tabulated and whose properties are well known [20, Chap. 71. 
Thus another case of iso-spectral systems and iso-spectral operators is 
recorded: 
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For fixed c( in 0 < GI < 1, tf the parameter relationships (4.1.10) hold, then a 
standard clamped-beam spectrum corresponding to (4.3.4) is obtained. The 
“equivalent”, iso-spectral, homogeneous clamped beam with the same 
spectrum (solutions to (4.3.3)) has constant coefficient again given by 
(4.1.13). 
The statements concerning iso-spectral operators involving equations 
(4.1.14))(4.1.16) in Section 4.1 above apply to the present situation, with 
boundary conditions (4.3.1). Their eigenvalues I = co2 are given by the 
standard clamped-beam spectrum 
1” 112 = &p/n=, 
where the 0 are solutions to (4.3.4). 
(4.3.5) 
4.4. The Stepped, Free Beam 
Finally, we mention the case of a stepped beam free at both ends, with 
boundary conditions 
u;(o) = 0 = u;“(O), u;(I) = 0 = u;l( I). (4.4.1) 
The :solutions to (4.1.1) with (4.4.1) involve a linear combination of 
(sin $- sinh) and (cos + cash) functions. 
If (4.1.5) and (4.1.7) hold, the entire analysis as for the clamped beam in 
Section 4.3 above follows through. The frequency equation (4.3.3) is again 
yielded; the solution o = 0 is now also included. 
A system of iso-spectral free beams, and corresponding iso-spectral 
operators with boundary conditions (4.4.1) is thus established in the same 
manner as for the clamped beam in Section 4.3 above. 
Remark 6. With regard to the somewhat unhopeful comments near the 
ends of Ref. [ 18, 151, we have now shown that, although the frequency 
equations for beams with various end-conditions and arbitrary parameters 
will in general be rather complicated, the situation in the four cases 
analysed above with relations (4.1.5), (4.1.7) between physical parameters 
does lead to standard beam results, with exact analytical solutions in the 
first two cases and simple known frequency equation in the latter two 
cases. 
4.5. Relation to the Inverse Problem 
The above results on beams show that the three spectra sufficient for 
a determination of the beam properties may not correspond to three 
of the configurations: simply-supported-simply-supported, sliding-sliding, 
clampedclamped, free-free. Such sets have been termed by Barcilon [21] 
to be not sympathetic. 
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Gladwell 1221 has presented inversion procedures for a discrete model of 
a beam. Barcilon [23] developed an iteration scheme for reconstructing 
the coefficients, assumed to be suitably differentiable, from a knowledge 
of three spectra. Inversions for beams with continuous properties using 
different types of data sets have been given by Barcilon [24] and by 
McLaughlin [25]. Inversion procedures for the case of discontinuous 
coefficient differential equations do not appear to have been given. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have displayed several explicit cases of iso-spectral systems 
corresponding to ordinary differential operators. The examples include 
congruent spectra which are not of harmonic type; they all involve a singly 
infinite countable set of eigenvalues. 
It would be interesting to discover explicit systems in two or three 
dimensions, corresponding to partial differential equations, with identical 
spectra for the complete sets of eigenmodes. In other words, are there 
partial differential operators with discontinuous coefficients which are 
iso-spectral? For the particular case of a vibrating rectangular membrane 
with a constant step in density along a line parallel to an edge which we 
recently investigated [ 151, the search proved negative. 
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